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 02 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet need more memory, bandwidth, analysis capability, or bits? consider the infiniium s-series   C 500 mhz, 1 ghz, 2 ghz, 2.5 ghz, 4 ghz, 6 ghz, 8 ghz   C 20 gsa/s   C 100 mpts standard, up to 800 mpts optional (half channel)   C 4 channels + 16 digital channels (mso or upgrade)   C 10 bits of vertical resolution   C industrys largest 15-inch touch display   C widest range of applications including serial compliance, jitter analysis and more see  www.keysight.com/find/s-series  for details. table of contents new standard for price performance: bandwidth, visualization, and integration  .................................... 03 configure your infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscope  ........................................................................... 30 performance characteristics  ....................................................................................................................... 32 evolving since 1939  ..................................................................................................................................... 45

 03 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet in the past, if you wanted an oscilloscope with exceptional  performance, you could expect to pay a premium. not anymore.  the infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes combine price and  performance to set a new standard in the portable oscilloscope  world. imagine a 6 ghz bandwidth oscilloscope that sees and  triggers on everything, helps you visualize complex waveforms  and grows with your projects. the infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes are designed for the  most demanding engineers who want bandwidth, visualization  power and the flexibility that comes with integrated capabilities   but with portability, a familiar embedded os user interface, and  an affordable price. new bandwidth standard: capture higher- frequency waveforms an oscilloscopes bandwidth determines the maximum frequency  content it can acquire and visualize. in todays budget-challenged  environment, engineers frequently are forced to make  compromises between more bandwidth and limited budget. the  6000 x-series delivers the answer with an affordable 6-ghz  bandwidth and an incredibly low noise floor of 210 vrms at  1 mv/div to help you make the most accurate measurements. new visualization standard: isolate waveforms of  interest the new infiniivision 6000 x-series 450,000 waveforms-per- second update rate coupled with the exclusive hardware-based  zone touch trigger provide unprecedented visualization power  to help you isolate your waveforms of interest. add a whole new  depth of visualization to your designs with features like the  industrys first 12-inch multi-touch capacitive touch screen with  gesture support, the first embedded-os-oscilloscope optional  jitter/real-time eye analysis, and standard histogram and color  grade. new integration standard: make your job easier the 6000 x-series has 7-in-1 integration, combining digital  channels, serial protocol analysis, a built-in dual-channel  waveform generator, frequency response analysis, built-in digital  multimeter, and built-in 10-digit counter with totalizer. it also  integrates multi-language voice control for the first time in an  oscilloscope. it weighs only 6.8 kg, measures only 15.4 cm deep,  and consumes only 200 w, making the 6000 x-series the worlds  most environmentally-friendly multi-ghz portable oscilloscope. the infiniivision 6000 x-series sets the new standard. key features of the 6000 x-series oscilloscopes new bandwidth standard:   C portable, 6-ghz, 20-gsa/s   C 210-vrms noise floor at 1 mv/div (6 ghz)   C 115-vrms noise floor at 1 mv/div (1 ghz) new visualization standard:   C > 450,000 wfms/sec update rate   C hardware zone touch trigger   C 12.1-inch capacitive multi-touch screen   C histogram, color grade, jitter analysis (option), real-time eye  diagram analysis (option), and more new integration standard:   C 7 instruments in 1 (now with 10-digit counter)   C standard multi-language voice control   C bandwidth and options are upgradable new standard for price performance: bandwidth, visualization, and integration

 04 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet overview of the keysight infiniivision x-series oscilloscopes infiniivision 6000 x-series 4000 x-series 3000t x-series 2000 x-series 1000 x-series analog channels 2 or 4 2 or 4 2 or 4 2 or 4 2 digital channels (mso) 16 16 16 8 external trigger can be  used as a 3rd digital  channel bandwidth  (upgradable) 1, 2.5, 4, 6 ghz 200, 350, 500 mhz, 1,  1.5 ghz 100, 200, 350, 500  mhz, 1 ghz 70, 100, 200 mhz 50, 70, 100 mhz max sampling rate 20 gsa/s 5 gsa/s 5 gsa/s 2 gsa/s 2 gsa/s max memory depth 4 mpts 4 mpts 4 mpts 100 kpts (standard) 1 mpts (option) up to 1 mpts standard max waveform update  rate > 450,000  waveforms/sec > 1,000,000  waveforms/sec > 1,000,000  waveforms/sec > 50,000  waveforms/sec > 50,000  waveforms/sec display 12.1 inches, capacitive,  multi-touch, gesture  enabled 12.1 inches, capacitive 8.5  inches, capacitive 8.5 inches 7 inches zone trigger standard standard standard no no voice control standard no no no no 20-mhz function/ arbitrary waveform  generator dual-channel awg  (option) dual-channel awg  (option) single-channel awg  (option) single-channel function  (option) single-channel function  (standard on g models) integrated dvm standard standard standard standard free with registration integrated hardware  counter (standard) 10-digit frequency,  period, or totalizer  counter 5-digit frequency or  period counter (8 digits  with external 10 mhz  clock reference) 8-digit frequency,  period, or totalizer  counter 5-digit frequency  counter 8-digit frequency  counter search and navigate standard with lister standard with lister standard with lister standard no segment memory standard standard standard option standard on dso  models mask/limit test option option option option standard on dso  models serial protocol  analysis options i 2 c/spi, uart,  can/can-fd, lin,  flexray, sent,  i 2 s , mil- s t d15 5 3 / arinc429, usb 2.0,  cxpi, manchester/nrz,  usb pd i 2 c/spi, uart,  can/can-fd, lin,  flexray, sent,  i 2 s , mil- s t d15 5 3 / arinc429, usb 2.0,  cxpi, manchester/nrz,  usb pd i 2 c/spi, uart, can/ can-fd, lin, flexray,  sent, i 2 s , mil- std1553/arinc429,  cxpi, manchester/ nrz, usb pd i 2 c/spi, uart, can/ lin (will not operate  simultaneously with  digital channels) i 2 c/spi, uart, can/ lin advanced analysis  options power analysis, usb  2.0 signal quality test,  hdtv analysis, fra power analysis, usb  2.0 signal quality test,  hdtv analysis, fra,  nfc power analysis, hdtv  analysis, fra, nfc no fra color grade standard no no no no histogram standard no no no no spectrum analysis standard enhanced fft standard enhanced fft standard enhanced  fft standard standard multi-domain analysis gated fft gated fft gated fft no no jitter analysis option no no no no real-time eye diagram option no no no no advanced math standard, display  four functions  simultaneously standard, display one  function standard, display one  function no no connectivity standard usb 2.0,  lan, video (gpib  option), usb mouse  and keyboard support standard usb 2.0,  lan, video (gpib  option), usb mouse  and keyboard support standard usb 2.0  (lan/video/gpib  option), usb mouse  and keyboard support standard usb 2.0  (lan/video/gpib  option), usb keyboard  support standard usb 2.0, usb  keyboard support new standard for price performance: bandwidth, visualization, and integration

 05 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet new standard for price performance: bandwidth, visualization, and integration bandwidth superior signal integrity with total-cost- of- ownership leadership 6 ghz, 20 gsa/s when you choose your next oscilloscope, bandwidth is the most  important specification to consider, as it defines the maximum  frequency content your oscilloscope can acquire. acquiring  signals with faster edge rates or faster fundamental frequencies  requires higher-bandwidth scopes to make the most accurate  measurements. however, the higher the bandwidth of your  oscilloscope, the higher the price is likely to be. sample rate is the second important specification, as it  determines the time span between each acquired sample point,  and it ultimately becomes the limiting factor of the oscilloscopes  bandwidth. in a modern oscilloscope with brickwall filter  response, the sample rate must be at least 2.5 times higher the  bandwidth. so a scope with 6-ghz bandwidth requires a sample  rate of at least 15 gsa/s to avoid aliasing. with the infiniivision 6000 x-series, you can get up to 6-ghz  bandwidth and a 20-gsa/s sampling rate so you can confidently  measure signals with rise times faster than 150 ps or signals with  higher than 2-gbps nrz (non-return to zero) data signal rates. explore figures 1 through 4 to see the power extra bandwidth  delivers to your measurements. figure 1. measuring the rise time of a 130-ps rise-time edge (10 to 90%).  the rise time measurement by   C channel 1 at 6-ghz bandwidth (yellow): 132 ps   C reference 1 (r1) at 3-ghz bandwidth limit: 196 ps   C reference 2 (r2) at 1.5-ghz bandwidth limit: 216 ps figure 2. an oscilloscope with 1.5-ghz bandwidth captures only the  fundamental frequency of a 2.5-gbps prbs signal. figure 3. an oscilloscope with 3-ghz bandwidth sees some of the 3rd  harmonic of a 2.5-gbps prbs signal. figure 4. an oscilloscope with 6-ghz bandwidth sees up to the 5th  harmonic of the 2.5-gbps prbs signal. you see the true signal integrity  of your waveform.

 06 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet new standard for price performance: bandwidth, visualization, and integration bandwidth (continued) 6 ghz noise floor: 210 vrms at 1 mv/div accurate signal integrity measurements with an oscilloscope  start with a low noise floor. with an innovative all-new front-end  asic, the 6000 x-series achieves a 210-vrms noise floor at 1  mv/div for 6-ghz bandwidth or 115-vrms noise floor at 1 mv/ div for 1-ghz bandwidth, helping you to make the most precise  measurements. more bandwidth may not be the best solution when you are making  low-noise measurements, as the additional bandwidth captures  additional high-frequency noise along with high-frequency  signal content. to make the best measurements, you need the  appropriate bandwidth for your application. the 6000 x-series  oscilloscopes have standard hardware bandwidth limit filters in  addition to software low-pass math function filters, so you can  set the best bandwidth for your application. an added bonus: the new front-end technology allows you to  upgrade bandwidth from any bandwidth point with a simple  software license installation. superior form factor: 6 ghz, 6 inches deep have you carried around your 6-ghz oscilloscope lately? with the  6000 x-series, the multi-ghz bandwidth no longer necessitates  enormous size, weight, and power consumption. at only 6 inches  (154 mm) deep and 15 lbs. (6.8 kg), the ultra-compact form  factor consumes a maximum of only 200 watts, so you can enjoy  portability and performance at the same time. figure 6. measuring the noise floor of a 6-ghz scope at 1 mv/div. figure 5. the new 6-ghz front-end design. figure 7. you can set the hardware bandwidth limit control interface per  channel at any time. figure 8. one- gigahertz-per-inch form factor: 6 ghz, 6 inches deep.

 07 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet new standard for price performance: bandwidth, visualization, and integration visualization the power of visualization: if you cant see it, you  cant fix it troubleshooting always starts with an acknowledgment of  the problem, and a visual confirmation adds confidence in  engineering troubleshooting. the feature-rich 6000 x-series  oscilloscopes include numerous visualization features offered for  the first time in embedded-os-class oscilloscopes. use the 6000 x-series 12.1-inch multi-touch  screen just like you use your tablet or smartphone see your waveforms clearly on the large 12.1-inch display and  discover how easy it is to troubleshoot your designs with a  multi-touch screen with gesture controls. use the large, easily  touchable targets on the capacitive display and enjoy the fast,  responsive user interface. pinch and zoom with your fingers to  control your signals and functions. swipe and stop waveforms  and menus for easy operation.  visualize the anomalies: more than 450,000  waveforms-per-second update rate finding infrequent anomalies is a tedious task. with the  ultrafast 450,000 waveforms-per-second update rate, the  infiniivision 6000 x-series gives you the highest probability of  capturing random and infrequent events that you would miss on  oscilloscopes with lower waveform update rates. powered by megazoom iv technology, the 6000 x-series lets you  see more waveforms and find the most difficult problems in your  design. unlike other oscilloscopes, uncompromised waveform  update rate delivers:   C quick, responsive operation at all times   C fast update rate   C with the digital channels on   C with the protocol decoding on   C with the math functions turned on   C with the measurements turned on figure 9. multi-touch operation. figure 10. the ultrafast waveform update rate of the 6000 x-series  revealed the existence of rare glitches.

 8 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet new standard for price performance: bandwidth, visualization, and integration visualization (continued) visualize by ultimate isolation: the zone touch  trigger one of the biggest challenges of using an oscilloscope is setting  up an advanced trigger to isolate a signal of interest. while  advanced triggers are powerful features, setting them up can  slow you down. the zone touch trigger provides a turnkey trigger  solution. you simply observe the signal of interest on the display  and draw a zone (box) around it with your finger. what used to  take hours of work can now take just a few seconds. if you want  to move your zones to another location, just drag them over. the  6000 x-series can be set up to easily trigger on one or two zone  boxes simultaneously with either must intersect or must not  intersect conditions. unlike other software-based graphical  trigger solutions, the hardware-based zone triggering maintains  the fast update rate of 160,000 waveforms per second. in other  words, if you can see it, you can trigger on it. visualize by protocol isolation: serial protocol  trigger + the zone trigger if isolating signal anomalies is challenging, isolating analog signal  phenomenon in relation to specific serial protocol packets is a  doubly difficult task. you can trigger on can bus errors if your  oscilloscope has a can serial bus trigger and decode option,  but how would you isolate a specific can error message from all  others? use the hardware-based zone trigger along with serial protocol  triggers. in figures 13 and 14, we isolated a can steering bus  error message. figure 11. draw a zone (box) around the anomaly. figure 12. hardware zone triggers immediately. figure 13. setting up the zone trigger in addition to a can bus error  packet trigger. figure 14. now you have isolated steering errors from all other can bus  errors.

 9 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet new standard for price performance: bandwidth, visualization, and integration visualization (continued) visualize distribution and intensity: add depth to  your analysis with color grade and histograms color and graphical representations add depth to your signal  analysis. with the standard color grade and histogram features,  the 6000 x-series oscilloscopes can quickly reveal just how  often a particular event of interest occurs by providing a three- dimensional quantitative view of the waveforms. because the  6000 x-series color grade operates like a separate function with  its own database, you can apply the color grade to an analog  channel, a reference waveform, or a math function such as an  ff t. you also can turn on the histogram to an analog channel,  a reference waveform, or a math function. apply it to a  measurement result to see graphical distributions and quickly  discover potential outliers. the measurement result histogram  display offers more insights than standard measurement statistics  can. figure 15. color grade and histogram on a jittery clock edge. figure 16a. color grade and histogram on an fft function. figure 16b. histogram plotting the results of the pulse width  measurement.

 10 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet new standard for price performance: bandwidth, visualization, and integration visualization (continued) visualize signal integrity: optional jitter analysis  and real-time eye diagram analysis jitter measurement has become a popular debugging technique.  however, traditional jitter analysis options are often costly and  focused on characterizations that may not be suited for real-time  debugging. the 6000 x-series dsox6jitter option focuses on  real-time debugging for your everyday jitter analysis. start your  analysis with the dedicated jitter button.   C the integrated oscilloscope feature ensures the best real- time user debugging experience, unlike a separate software  package   C flexible clock recovery, supporting   C   c onstant frequency   C   f irst-order pll (loop bandwidth)   C   s econd-order pll (loop bandwidth and damping factor)   C   e xplicit clock   C flexible jitter measurements   C   d ata tie   C   c lock tie   C   n-period   C   period-period   C   + w idth to + width   C   - w idth to - width   C   + du ty cycle   C flexible jitter and jitter component graphical representations   C   j itter measurement histogram   C   d isplays the distribution of the jitter   C jitter measurement trend   C   g raphically represents the jitter value time-correlated to  the input clock data signal under test    C   s moothing can be applied   C jitter spectrum   C   f ft analysis of the jitter trend to determine the frequency  component of the jitter figure 19 is an example of a data tie (time interval error) analysis  on a 1-gbp prbs (pseudo-random bit sequence) signal. the  data tie measured 50-ps rms tie jitter. the jitter trend and trend  smoothing plot quickly revealed the injected jitter to be square  periodic jitter. the jitter spectrum plot and frequency peak search  found the main jitter component to be near 500 khz, contributing  42 ps. the event table also listed higher harmonic components  and their jitter contribution values. finally, the histogram shape  showed a clear bimodal distribution indicating the presence of  deterministic jitter. figure 17. press the jitter button on the front panel to directly access the  jitter menu. figure 18. clock recovery menu and jitter  measurement menu. figure 19. analyzing periodic jitter (square) on a 1-gbps prbs signal.

 11 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet new standard for price performance: bandwidth, visualization, and integration visualization (continued) visualize signal integrity: optional jitter analysis  and real-time eye diagram analysis (continued) the real-time eye diagram with clock recovery is another  powerful and visual way to understand the signal integrity of your  waveforms (requires option dsox6jitter). it quickly provides  information like eye width, eye height, and jitter and shows you  any signal anomalies. when you have an embedded clock or  explicit clock design, the real-time eye diagram might be the  only way to visualize what the input signal looks like from your  receivers perspective.   C flexible clock recovery supporting   C constant frequency   C first-order pll (loop bandwidth)   C second-order pll (loop bandwidth and damping factor)   C explicit clock   C displays total uis analyzed   C automatic measurements   C eye height   C eye width you can combine real-time eye diagram analysis with histogram  analysis to get further insight into your design. figure 20. a real-time eye diagram measurement of a clean 1-gbps prbs  embedded clock signal. the histogram measured about 22-ps rms jitter. figure 21. a real-time eye diagram measurement of a jittery 1-gbps prbs  embedded clock signal. the histogram indicates a bimodal distribution  and measured about 55-ps rms jitter.

 12 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet figure 22. segmented memory graphical representation. new standard for price performance: bandwidth, visualization, and integration visualization (continued) visualize burst events: segmented memory  the  smart and efficient way acquisition memory size is an essential oscilloscope specification  because it determines the amount of data you can capture in a  single acquisition. in general, longer memory is better. however,  no memory is always long enough to capture all the signals  you need, especially when capturing infrequent anomalies  or rare critical serial bus error packets. also, user interface  responsiveness typically slows down dramatically with the long  memory operations. segmented memory acquisition lets you  selectively capture and store important signal activity without  capturing unimportant signal idle time, with a time stamp of each  segment relative to the first trigger event.  for example, we have captured 1000 rare glitches over a time  span of 128 seconds with 5-gsa/s resolution in figures 22  through 24. automatically scrolling through all segments, we  found segment 22 at 1.7 seconds after the trigger, segment 61  at 5.3 seconds after trigger, and segment 153 at 14 seconds  after the trigger contained some of the worst glitches. the new  event lister of time stamps provides quick insight into the time  gap between glitches. with traditional unsegmented memory,  640 gpts of memory is required to do similar analysis. with the 6000 x-series, you can combine the segmented memory  with the color grade and histogram features as well. figure 23. segmented memory and color grade. figure 24. segmented  memory time-tag lister. figure 25. segmented memory + serial bus decode + zone trigger. visualize and isolate burst events: zone touch  trigger and segmented memory the combination of the hardware-based zone touch trigger with  the 6000 x-series segmented memory simplifies your debugging  tasks. in figure 25, the 6000 x-series serial bus trigger, zone  touch trigger, and segmented memory isolated and captured  200 can steering and airbag errors over a 30-second time span  at 6.1-msa/s sampling rate in the segmented memory. this time  duration equates to 192 mpts of traditional memory. captured error packets are displayed chronologically at the side  of the screen in the event lister so you can easily look up time  stamps. you can independently save the time stamp information  as well.

 13 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet new standard for price performance: bandwidth, visualization, and integration integration take advantage of a new oscilloscope application bundle that will  enable all software applications (including serial decode and  wavegen) for one low price (option dsox6appbndl). more than just an oscilloscope, its 7 instruments  in 1 keysight technologies, inc. pioneered multiple-instrument  integration with the release of the mixed signal oscilloscope  (mso) in 1996. the infiniivision 2000/3000/4000x-series took  the concept to the next level by integrating five instruments in  one in 2011. the infiniivision 6000 x-series now integrates seven  instruments in one to establish a new integration standard.   C oscilloscope   C 16 digital channels (mixed signal)   C serial protocol analyzer   C dual-channel 20-mhz function/arbitrary waveform  generator   C frequency response analysis   C 3-digit voltmeter   C 10-digit counter with totalizer all features and bandwidth are upgradable. integrate a digital bus: optional mixed signal  oscilloscope (mso models) with an additional optional 16 integrated digital channels (option  dsox6mso) probed by a newly designed digital channel cable,  you now have up to 20 channels of time-correlated triggering,  acquisition, and viewing on the same instrument. this capability  is especially important in todays embedded designs with  sophisticated digital control circuitry. integrate a generator: optional dual-channel  20-mhz function/arbitrary waveform generator an optional integrated dual-channel 20-mhz function/arbitrary  waveform generator (option dsox6wavegen2) is available for  the 6000 x-series. the integrated generator can provide stimulus    outputs of sine, square, ramp, pulse, dc, noise, sine, cardinal  (sinc), exponential rise, exponential fall, cardiac, gaussian  pulse and arbitrary waveforms to your device under test. signal  modulation capability is also available. with the arbitrary waveform functionality, you can store  waveforms from analog channels or reference memories to  the arbitrary memories with a single touch and output from  wavegen. easily create and edit the waveform using the built-in waveform  editor or export the data in a .csv file and edit it with your favorite  editing tool. figure 26. analog and digital signals displayed together with the logic  timing chart function. figure 27. mso with a new digital channel cable. figure 28. arbitrary waveform generation signal editing screen.

 14 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet new standard for price performance: bandwidth, visualization, and integration integration (continued) integrate protocol analysis: optional hardware-  based serial bus protocol decode and trigger keysight technologies, inc. infiniivision x-series scopes  are the only oscilloscopes that use hardware-based serial  protocol decoding. other vendors oscilloscopes use software  post-processing techniques to decode serial packets ? frames.  software implementations have slow waveform and decode  capture rates and can miss critical events and errors due to long  dead-times. faster decoding with hardware-based technology  enhances your probability of capturing infrequent serial  communication errors. some serial protocol decodes come with a  standard event counter, which is another benefit of the hardware- based implementation. after capturing serial bus communication, you can easily  perform a search operation based on specific criteria and then  quickly navigate to bytes/frames of serial data that satisfy  that search criteria. the 6000 x-series can decode two serial  buses simultaneously using hardware-based decoding, and  display the captured data in a time interleaved lister display.  the 6000 x-series has eight options supporting 10 different  serial protocols, including i 2 c, spi  1 , usb 2.0, rs232/uart,  can (can-dbc), can-fd (iso and non-iso), lin, lin symbolic,  sent, flexray, mil-std 1553, arinc 429, i2s, user-definable  manchester, user-definable nrz, and usb pd (see page 26). 1.   spi trigger and decode requires 4, 2+16, or 4+16 channel 6000 x-series. figure 29. dual-channel generator generating a differential signal. figure 30. usb 2.0 protocol trigger and decode option display.

 15 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet figure 31. dvm display. integrate a quick tester: standard 3-digit digital  voltmeter there is a standard built-in 3-digit voltmeter (dvm) on your 6000  x-series oscilloscope. the voltmeter operates through the  same probes as the oscilloscope channels. however, the dvm  measurements are made independently from the oscilloscope  acquisition and triggering system so you can make both the dvm  and triggered oscilloscope waveform captures with the same  connection. the voltmeter results are always displayed, keeping  these quick characterization measurements at your fingertips. integration (continued) frequency response analysis (fra) option frequency response analysis (fra) is an often-critical  measurement used to characterize the frequency response (gain  and phase versus frequency) of a variety of todays electronic  designs, including passive filters, amplifier circuits, and negative  feedback networks of switch mode power supplies (loop  response). infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes licensed with  the dsox6fra option use the oscilloscopes built-in waveform  generator (wavegen) to stimulate the circuit under test at various  frequency settings and capture the input and output signals  using two oscilloscope channels. at each test frequency, the  oscilloscope measures, computes, and plots gain (20logvout/ vin) and phase logarithmically. new standard for price performance: bandwidth, visualization, and integration

 16 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet figure 32. 10-digit counter making precise frequency measurement on a  2.5-ghz signal. figure 33. the precise 10-digit counter found the true frequency of a  clock to be a little less than 20 mhz. new standard for price performance: bandwidth, visualization, and integration integration (continued) integrate frequency measurements: standard  10-digit counter and totalizer with the 6000 x-series standard 10-digit counter, your  expectations of an oscilloscope counter will be redefined.  traditional oscilloscope counter measurements offer only five  or six digits of resolution. while this level of precision is fine for  quick measurements, it falls short of expectations when the  most critical frequency measurements are being made. with the  integrated 10-digit counter in the 6000 x-series, you can see  your measurements with the precision you would normally expect  only from a standalone counter. because the integrated counter  measures frequencies up to a wide bandwidth of 3.2 ghz, you  can use it for many high-frequency applications as well. if you  are looking for the ultimate precision, you can optionally connect  your 6000 x-series oscilloscope to your most trusted 10-mhz  reference source to share a common 10-mhz clock. the totalizer feature of the counter option adds another valuable  capability to the oscilloscope. it can count the number of events  (totalize), and it also can monitor the number of trigger-condition- qualified events. note, the trigger-qualified events totalizer  does not require an actual trigger to occur. it only requires a  trigger-satisfying event to take place. in other words, the totalizer  can monitor events faster than the trigger rate of a scope, as fast  as 25 million events per second (a function of the oscilloscopes  holdoff time, which has the minimum of 40 ns). figures 34 and  35 show examples of a totalizer counting the number of flexray  error packets and the number of runt signals that took place in a  design. figure 34. totalizing the number of can errors. figure 35. totalizing the number of runt errors.

 17 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet new standard for price performance: bandwidth, visualization, and integration integration (continued) spectrum analysis and multi-domain analysis:  enhanced color fft function with peak search the enhanced color fft takes your experience of oscilloscope- based spectrum analysis to the next level.   C color grade immediately shows you the frequency and  amplitude distributions of your signal.   C the frequency peak search eliminates tedious cursor  measurements.   C the peak search event lister provides frequency and  amplitude information for up to 11 peaks, sorting them in the  order of the frequency or the amplitude.   C set frequencies in start and stop or center and span.   C fft max hold, min hold, and frequency average plots are also  available through the math functions. displays up to four  functions simultaneously. multi-domain time correlated measurements with  gated fft the new problem solving feature called gated fft lets you  time correlate the analog, digital, and frequency domain to aid in  analysis and debug. when the gated fft is on, the oscilloscope  goes into zoom mode. the fft analysis shown in the zoomed  (bottom) window is taken from the period of time indicated by  the zoom box in the main (top) window. touch and move/flick the  zoom box through the acquisition to investigate how the spectrum  components change over time, correlating the rf phenomenon  with the analog and digital signals. figure 37a shows the gated fft correlating the turn-on of a pll  with an associated spi command and the spectrum contents  at a given time (the boxed area in the top/main window). by  moving the gated fft zoom box, you can quickly see the  spectrum contents at another time slot. note, unlike the scopes  with the rf input, you can actually see the rf signal in the time  domain (channel 4 magenta trace) to quickly grasp its amplitude  information as well. figure 37b shows the gated fft correlating the fsk frequency  hop from 400 khz to 3.2 mhz and its related i 2 c command. again,  the gated fft revealed the relationship of the hopping signal to  the control command (i 2 c). figure 36. enhanced color fft with an automatic peak search and fft  histogram turned on. min/max hold and average fft also available. figure 37a. gated fft time correlating the pll voltage, spi command  and spectrum content at a given time span. figure 37b. gated fft time correlating the fsk frequency hopping with  an i 2 c command (write 7 at 0x71 data 10).

 18 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet new standard for price performance: bandwidth, visualization, and integration integration (continued) talk to me: multi-language voice control powered  by nuance todays devices operate with voice controls. your smartphone  and car navigation system respond to your voice commands.  why not your oscilloscopes? the 6000 x-series oscilloscopes  new voice control capability not only listens to you, but it  understands you in your native language. experience hands-free  oscilloscope operation by running familiar commands like run,  stop, single, and auto scale. it supports 20 commands  in 14 different languages and is powered by the nuance  communications, inc. voice recognition engine. you can operate the 6000 x-series in the language most familiar  to you. the graphical user interface, built-in help system, front  panel overlays, and users manuals are available in 11 languages.  during operation, access the built-in help system just by pressing  and holding any button or touching and holding any related icons. using the built-in speaker, the 6000 x-series beeps to alert you  to various events like a single trigger, mask test failure, calibration  setup, and more. figure 38. language list. figure 39. voice control microphone and speaker. figure 40. limit testing of infrequent glitch.

 19 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet integration (continued) optional mask/limit testing whether you are performing pass/fail tests to specified standards  in manufacturing or testing for infrequent signal anomalies,  mask/limit testing (option dsox6mask) can be a valuable  productivity tool. the 6000 x-series features powerful hardware- based mask testing and can perform up to 130,000 tests per  second. you can select multiple test criteria, including the ability  to run tests for a specific number of acquisitions, a specified time,  or until detection of a failure. you can set the 6000 x-series to  beep when the mask fails. figure 41. mask testing of serial data. new standard for price performance: bandwidth, visualization, and integration figure 42. searching for and navigating to a specific pulse width. find events faster with search and navigation  features parametric and serial bus search and navigation features come  standard on the 6000 x-series oscilloscopes. when you are  capturing long, complex waveforms using an oscilloscopes  acquisition memory, manually scrolling through stored waveform  data to find specific events of interest can be slow and  cumbersome. with automatic search, navigation, and listing,  you can easily set up specific search criteria and then quickly  navigate to found and marked events. available search criteria  include edges, pulse width (time-qualified), rise/fall times (time- qualified), runt pulses (time- and level-qualified), frequency peaks  (up to 11 peaks), and serial bus frames, packets, and errors. the  side-bar lister gives you an overview of the time tag of each found  event relative to the trigger location.

 20 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet new standard for price performance: bandwidth, visualization, and integration integration (continued) optional power measurements and analysis when you are working with switching power supplies and  power devices, the power measurements application (option  dsox6pwr) provides a full suite of power measurements and  analysis in the oscilloscope. included with option dsox6pwr  is a license for the u1881a pc-based power analysis software  package, which provides additional offline measurements and  report generation. see  www.keysight.com/find/dsox6pwr  for more information. automate your testing with optional usb 2.0  signal quality analysis with the usb 2.0 signal quality test option (option  dsox6usbsq), designers of systems with usb interfaces can  automate signal quality testing. this option supports low-speed,  full-speed, and hi-speed applications (hi-speed tests require an  oscilloscope with a bandwidth of at least 1.5 ghz). the usb 2.0  signal quality test with html pass/fail report generation includes  eye diagram mask testing, jitter analysis, eop bit-width, signaling  rate, edge monotonicity, and rise/fall times  all based on official  usb-if algorithms embedded in the oscilloscope. see  www.keysight.com/find/dsox6usbsq  for more information. figure 43. power quality analysis screenshot. figure 44. usb 2.0 hi-speed near-end eye pattern test.

 21 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet new standard for price performance: bandwidth, visualization, and integration integration (continued) optional hdtv video triggering and analysis whether you are debugging consumer electronics with hdtv  or characterizing a design, the hdtv measurement application  (option dsox6vid) provides support for a variety of hdtv  standards for triggering and analysis. the 450,000 waveforms/ sec capture rate of the 6000 x-series, coupled with its intensity- graded view of the signal, provides even more details than a  traditional analog oscilloscope. see  www.keysight.com/find/dsox6vid  for more information. hardware and software bandwidth limit filters  (low-pass filters) more bandwidth generally enhances your measurements except  when you want to limit excess noise coming from additional  bandwidth. the 6000 x-series oscilloscopes provide two  standard bandwidth-limiting filters, one in the hardware and the  other implemented in software (a math function). now you can  select the optimal bandwidth for your measurement. hardware bandwidth  filter 1 m? 20 mhz, 200 mhz 50 ? 20 mhz, 200 mhz, 1.5 ghz  1 ,  3 ghz  2 software bandwidth  filter (low pass filter  function) 1 hz through bandwidth of  scope 1.   with 2.5 ghz, 4 ghz, or 6 ghz licensed 6000 x-series only. 2.   with 4 ghz or 6 ghz licensed 6000 x-series only. high-resolution mode for viewing signal details to gain more confidence in your designs, sometimes you need to  look into more signal detail than you can see with the standard  8-bit vertical resolution of the 6000 x-series oscilloscopes.  high-resolution mode offers additional resolution and insight into  the signal, without requiring a repetitive signal. using real-time  boxcar averaging, high-resolution mode reduces random noise  and effectively increases vertical resolution up to 12 bits. figure 45. triggering on a 1080p/60 signal.

 22 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet new standard for price performance: bandwidth, visualization, and integration integration (continued) advanced math functions  display four  simultaneously  the 6000 x-series provides the most advanced math analysis  in an embedded-os-based oscilloscope. you can nest together  multiple math functions and display up to four math functions  simultaneously. you also can apply color grade capability and  histograms to a math function to gain further insights.  operators   C add, subtract, multiply, divide transforms   C differentiate, integrate   C fft   C ax + b   C squared, square root   C absolute value   C common logarithm, natural logarithm   C exponential, base 10 exponential filters   C low-pass filter, high-pass filter   C averaged value   C smoothing   C envelope visualizations   C magnify   C max hold, min hold   C measurement trend   C chart logic bus timing, chart logic bus state (requires mso)   C clock recovery (requires option dsox6jitter) figure 47. function selection menu. swipe and double touch to select. figure 48. four math functions used simultaneously (three turned on).

 23 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet new standard for price performance: bandwidth, visualization, and integration integration (continued) 56 automatic measurements  display up to  10 simultaneously automatic measurements are an essential tool for an  oscilloscope. in order to make quick and efficient measurements,  the 6000 x-series provides 56 powerful automatic measurements  and can display up to 10 at a time along with measurement  statistics. measurements can be gated by auto select, main  window, zoom window, or cursors. the oscilloscope can  also automatically select the best gating. some automatic  measurements require an option installation or specific probe  connection. figure 50. measurement selection menu. swipe and double touch to  select. figure 51. reference waveforms. figure 49. measurement gating screen. reference waveforms  display four  simultaneously store up to four waveforms in the oscilloscopes nonvolatile  reference waveform memory. compare reference waveforms with  live waveforms, and perform post analysis and measurements  on stored data. you can also store waveforms on a removable  usb memory device in *.h5 format and recall them back into the  oscilloscopes reference waveform memory later. save or transfer  waveforms to a pc as xy data pairs in a comma-separated-values  format (*.csv), or store bitmap images and transfer them to a pc  for documentation purposes in a variety of image formats.

 24 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet integration (continued) connectivity and lxi compatibility standard usb 2.0 hi-speed host ports (two on front, one on  back) and device ports (one on back) make pc connectivity easy.  operate the oscilloscope from your pc and save/recall stored  waveforms and setup files via standard lan (lxi ipv6 extended  function). connect your projector or external monitor through the  vga output, standard with the 6000 x-series, when sharing and  presenting screen information. an optional external gpib-to-lan  adapter is also available (n4865a). the BV0004B oscilloscope control and automation application  within benchvue lets you control and visualize the 6000 x-series  and multiple measurements simultaneously. it lets you build  automated test sequences just as easily as you can with the  front panel. save time with the ability to export measurement  data to excel, word and matlab in three clicks. monitor and  control your 6000 x-series with a mobile device from anywhere.  simplify your testing with benchvue software. learn more at  www.keysight.com/find/benchvue . new standard for price performance: bandwidth, visualization, and integration figure 52. connectivity section on the back panel.

 25 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet integration (continued) visual front panel the 6000 x-series innovative capacitive touch screen is  compatible with the latest tablet technologies. in addition to  the traditional vnc-based virtual front panel remote operation  through your favorite pc web browser, the 6000 x-series  supports remote oscilloscope control from your tablet devices.  the tablet virtual front panel is identical to the 6000 x-series  touch gui so you can touch icons, swipe, draw zone touch trigger  zones, and drag slide panels as if you are sitting in front of the  actual oscilloscope. documentation and email without connecting to  your pc annotation is a simple task with 6000 x-series oscilloscopes.  bring up the annotation (up to 10 annotations) on your scope  display and edit it using the keypad, then drag it to the desired  location. quick email allows you to email the data you want  instantly to your inbox. send out screenshots, waveform data, or  even a usb signal quality test report  all without the hassle of  connecting your pc to your oscilloscope. quickaction key the quickaction key lets you assign your favorite operation to a  customizable front panel key. with a push of a button, save your  waveforms, capture your screen, toggle trigger mode, resets,  statistics, and more. figure 53. controlling the 6000 x-series via tablet device. new standard for price performance: bandwidth, visualization, and integration figure 54. quick freeze display preserves the persistence. figure 55. quickaction menu.

 26 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet new standard for price performance: bandwidth, visualization, and integration figure 56. n2820a series high-sensitivity current probe. figure 57. capturing both zoom out and zoom in view of a cell phones  current consumption inside and outside of its sleep state. powerful probe solutions and compatibility get the most out of your 6000 x-series oscilloscope by using  keysights complete family of innovative probes and accessories  for your application. the 6000 x-series supports up to four active  probes simultaneously with its full autoprobe interface  1 . all 6000 x-series oscilloscopes come standard with probes for  each channel. the 700-mhz bandwidth, 10-m? input passive  probes give you 700-mhz system bandwidth when used in  conjunction with the 6000 x-series. also available is the n2750/51/52a infiniimode differential probe  (1.5 to 6 ghz) and n2795a/96a/97a single-ended active probe  for high-signal-fidelity measurements without the high price (1 to  2 ghz). for ultra-low current measurements on your mobile or iot  devices, the n2820a series high sensitivity current probes are the  best solution in the industry. the new n7020a power rail probe  is the industrys only probe designed and developed to solve your  toughest power integrity problems. for the most up-to-date and complete information about  keysights probes and accessories, visit our website at  www.keysight.com/ind/scope_probes  or refer to the infiniivision  probes and accessories data sheet, keysight publication number  5968-8153en. 1.   some restrictions may apply. contact keysight for details. figure 58. n7020a power rail probe. figure 59. n7020a power rail probe vs. standard 10:1 passive probe.

 27 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet new standard for price performance: bandwidth, visualization, and integration infiniium offline oscilloscope analysis software keysights infiniium offline pc-based oscilloscope analysis  software (n8900a) allows you to do additional signal  viewing, analysis, and documentation tasks away from your  oscilloscope. capture waveforms, save to a file, and recall  the waveforms into infiniiview. the application supports a  variety of popular waveform formats from multiple oscilloscope  vendors and includes the following features: navigate, view,  measurements, analyze, view windows, documentation,  and optional analysis upgrades. for more information, visit  www.keysight.com/find/infiniiumoffline . probe and accessories storage compartment probes and cables get lost easily. when we packaged 6 ghz of  bandwidth in the shallowest form factor, we left enough room for  you to store your daily probes and small accessories. 2-year calibration interval through improved quality processes and rigorous testing, the  keysight infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscope is able to  perform at the guaranteed specifications for two years without  calibration, thereby reducing your cost of ownership. it also has  an impressive 120,000 hours of operation mtbf (mean time  before failure) specification. ensure the highest level of security with secure  erase the secure erase feature comes standard with all 6000 x-series  models. at the press of a button, the oscilloscopes internal  nonvolatile memory is cleared of all setup information, reference  waveforms, and user preferences. figure 60. n8900a infiniium offline software. figure 61. storage compartment.

 28 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet designed for touch.  12.1-inch capacitive  multi-touch screen with gesture support   sets a new visualization standard. not a touch screen fan? you can  turn off the  touch screen . zone touch trigger.  if you can see it, you can  trigger on it by drawing a zone box. 7-in-1 instrument  sets a new integration  standard: oscilloscope channels, digital  channels, serial protocol analysis, dual-  channel wavegen, frequency response  analysis, digital voltmeter, and 10-digit  counter-totalizer.  fully upgradable , including  bandwidth. standard color grade and  histogram  on a  waveform, measurement, or math function  adds statistical view. jitter and real-time eye diagram analysis   is available for the first time ever in an  embedded-os-platform oscilloscope. dual-channel wavegen  function/arbitrary  generator allows you to generate differential,  clock and data, two channel modulation, and  iq signals. modulation capability included. both  usb keyboard and mouse   are supported in 6000 x-series for  additional ease of use. the portable oscilloscope class-leading    6 ghz upgradable bandwidth   expands your  application coverage including pci express. new standard for price performance: bandwidth, visualization, and integration

 29 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet wide coverage of application and serial  protocol solutions including usb 2.0  signal  quality analysis . four autoprobes  (active and current  probes) are supported simultaneously  for demanding applications. 450,000 waveforms per second  update  rate  minimizes the dead-time for maximum probability  of capturing infrequent events and anomalies. multi-language voice control  enables  hands-free operation while you are  holding probes. using  docking panels  with the capacitive  touch screen adds a new dimension of  usability. move automatic measurements,  cursors information, event lister, histogram,  navigation, dvm, and the counter pane  anywhere on the screen.  transparent  panes  are supported. standard advanced math  displays  four  functions simultaneously  for the most  sophisticated signal analysis. display up to  10  measurements  with statistics  simultaneously without compromising other  key information. supports 56 automatic  measurements and  gating by cursors . industrys only  integrated digital voltmeter  and 10-digit counter with totalizer . independent knobs per channel   for fast  operation. all front-panel knobs are push-able  for access to common controls such as fine  and coarse control. standard segment memory with event lister   is powered by  megazoom iv  smart memory  technology to intelligently capture only the  signals of interest.

 30 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet configure your infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscope step 1. choose your number of channels infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes input channels dsox6002a 2 dsox6004a 4 msox6002a 2 + 16 msox6004a 4 + 16 step 2. choose your bandwidth bandwidth options 1 ghz 2.5 ghz 4 ghz 6 ghz for 2 channel models default dsox6b10t252bw dsox6b10t402bw dsox6b10t602bw for 4 channel modes default dsox6b10t254bw dsox6b10t404bw dsox6b10t604bw * examples if you want 1 ghz, 4 + 16 channel, the model configuration will be msox6004a only if you want 4 ghz, 4 + 16 channel, the model configuration will be msox6004a and dsox6b10t404bw step 3. tailor your oscilloscope with measurement applications to save time and money bandwidth, feature, and application upgrades model number application bundle software application bundle dsox6appbndl (includes dsox6embd, dsox6comp, dsox6usbfl,  dsox6usbh, dsox6auto, dsox6flex, dsox6audio, dsox6aero,  dsox6jitter, dsox6wavegen2, dsox6pwr, dsox6mask,  dsox6usbsq, dsox6vid, dsox6sensor, dsox6cxpi, dsox6nrz,  dsox6fra) serial protocols mil-std 1553 and arinc 429 serial triggering and analysis dsox6aero audio serial triggering and analysis (i 2 s) dsox6audio automotive serial triggering and analysis (can, can-dbc, can-fd, lin) dsox6auto computer serial triggering and analysis (rs232/uart) dsox6comp embedded serial triggering and analysis (i 2 c, spi) (spi requires 4, 2+16, or 4+16 channel 6000 x-series) dsox6embd flexray serial triggering and analysis dsox6flex sent (single edge nibble transmission) triggering and analysis dsox6sensor cxpi triggering and decode dsox6cxpi usb 2.0 full/low speed serial decode and triggering dsox6usbfl usb 2.0 hi-speed serial decode and triggering dsox6usbh usb pd serial decode and triggering dsox6upd user-definable manchester/nrz triggering and decode dsox6nrz measurement applications jitter and real time eye diagram analysis dsox6jitter mask limit testing dsox6mask frequency response analysis (fra) dsox6fra power analysis application dsox6pwr usb 2.0 signal quality test dsox6usbsq enhanced video/tv application package dsox6vid dual channel wavegen 20 mhz awg dsox6wavegen2 productivity tools infiniium offline oscilloscope analysis software n8900a user-defined application (uda) pc software n5467b/c benchvue oscilloscopes application BV0004B

 31 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet configure your infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscope (continued) step 4. choose your probes. for a complete list of compatible probes, see keysight document  5968-8153en probes standard/optional n2894a passive probe 700 mhz, 10:1, 9.5 pf, 10 m? included standard; 1 per channel n2756a 16 digital channel mso cable included standard on msox models and dsox6mso n2870a passive probe 35 mhz, 1:1, 1 m? optional 10076b high-voltage passive probe (4 kv) optional n2796a active single-ended probe 2 ghz, 1 pf, 1 m? with autoprobe optional n2797a active single-ended probe 1.5 ghz, extreme temperature optional n2750a infiniimode differential probe 1.5 ghz, 700 ff, 200 k? with autoprobe optional n2751a infiniimode differential probe 3.5 ghz, 700 ff, 200 k? with autoprobe optional n2752a infiniimode differential probe 6.0 ghz, 700 ff, 200 k? with autoprobe optional n2790a differential active probe 100 mhz,  1.4 kv, 4 m? with autoprobe optional n2819a 800-mhz, 10:1 differential probe, 200 k? with autoprobe optional 1147b ac/dc current probe, 50 mhz, 15 a with autoprobe optional n2893a ac/dc current probe, 100 mhz, 15 a with autoprobe optional n2820a 2-channel high-sensitivity current probe, 50 a to 5 a optional 54855-67604 precision bnc to sma adapter optional n7020a power rail probe 2 ghz, 1:1, 50 k?,  24 v offset range optional n2804a high voltage differential probe, 300 mhz,  300 v (dc + peak ac), 100:1, 4-m?, 4 pf optional n7040a 23 mhz, 3 ka, ac current probe optional n7041a 30 mhz, 600 a, ac current probe optional n7042a 30 mhz, 300 a, ac current probe optional n7026a 150 mhz, 40 apk, ac/dc high-sensitivity current probe with autoprobe optional step 5. choose your accessories and calibration plans recommended accessories and calibration plans model number gpib connection module n4865a rack mount kit n2111a soft carrying case n2733b hard copy manual n2112a hard transit case - available from case cruzer ( http://www.casecruzer.com/oscilloscope/3a1311-2710j.html ) 3a1311-2710j ansi z540-1-1994 calibration d/msox6000-a6j iso17025 compliant calibration with accreditation d/msox6000-amg after-purchase bandwidth and digital channel upgrades recommended accessories model number 1.0  to 2.5 ghz bandwidth upgrade, 2 ch, fixed perpetual license dsox6b10t252bw 1.0 to 4.0 ghz bandwidth upgrade, 2 ch, fixed perpetual license dsox6b10t402bw 1.0 to 6.0 ghz bandwidth upgrade, 2 ch, fixed perpetual license dsox6b10t602bw 2.5 to 4.0 ghz bandwidth upgrade, 2 ch, fixed perpetual license dsox6b25t402bw 2.5 to 6.0 ghz bandwidth upgrade, 2 ch, fixed perpetual license dsox6b25t602bw 4.0 to 6.0 ghz bandwidth upgrade, 2 ch, fixed perpetual license dsox6b40t602bw 1.0 to 2.5 ghz bandwidth upgrade, 4 ch, fixed perpetual license dsox6b10t254bw 1.0 to 4.0 ghz bandwidth upgrade, 4 ch, fixed perpetual license dsox6b10t404bw 1.0 to 6.0 ghz bandwidth upgrade, 4 ch, fixed perpetual license dsox6b10t604bw 2.5 to 4.0 ghz bandwidth upgrade, 4 ch, fixed perpetual license dsox6b25t404bw 2.5 to 6.0 ghz bandwidth upgrade, 4 ch, fixed perpetual license dsox6b25t604bw 4.0 to 6.0 ghz bandwidth upgrade, 4 ch, fixed perpetual license dsox6b40t604bw infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscope mso upgrade dsox6mso

 32 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet dsox/mso 6000 x-series digital storage/mixed signal oscilloscopes 6000 x-series specification overview half channel bandwidth  1  (C3 db) 1 ghz 2.5 ghz 4 ghz 6 ghz full channel bandwidth  1  (C3 db) 1 ghz 2.5 ghz 4 ghz 4 ghz full channel equivalent time bandwidth  1  (C3 db) n/a n/a n/a 6 ghz calculated rise time (10 to 90%)  350 ps  140 ps  112.5 ps  75 ps input channels dsox6002a 2 dsox6004a 4 msox6002a 2 + 16 msox6004a 4 + 16 maximum sample rate 20 gsa/s half channels, 10 gsa/s full channels maximum memory depth standard 4 mpts, standard segment memory display size and type 12.1-inch capacitive multi-touch/gesture-enabled display waveform update rate > 450,000 waveforms per second typical noise floor at 1 mv/div, 50 ? 115 vrms 150 vrms 150 vrms 210 vrms vertical system analog channels hardware bandwidth  limits 1 m? 20 mhz, 200 mhz (selectable per channel) 50 ? 20 mhz, 200 mhz, 1.5 ghz, 3 ghz (selectable per channel) input coupling ac, dc input impedance selectable: 1 m?  1% (14 pf), 50 ?  3% input sensitivity range 1 m? 1 mv/div to 5 v/div  2  (200 mhz bandwidth limit at  2 mv/div) 50 ? 1 mv/div to 1 v/div  2 vertical resolution 8 bits (measurement resolution is 12 bits with averaging) maximum input voltage 1 m? 300 vrms, 400 vpk; transient overvoltage 1.6 kvpk frequency derating (assumes sine wave input): 400 vpk until 40 khz then derates at 20 db/dec until 6 vpk 50 ? 50 ?:  5vpk max dc vertical gain accuracy  1  3 div: 1.5% of full scale (typical)  4 div: 2.5% of full scale (warranted)  2 dc vertical offset accuracy  0.1 div  2 mv  1% of offset setting (valid for an offset of   12 divisions) channel-to-channel isolation  100:1 (dc to 1 ghz),  30:1 (> 1 ghz) offset range 1 m?  5 v (1 to < 10 mv/div),  20 v (10 to  200 mv/div),  100 v (> 200 mv/div) 50 ?  12 div or  0.8 v, whichever is smallest ( 100 mv/div)  12 div or  4 v, whichever is smallest (> 100 mv/div) dynamic range 1 m?  8 divisions from center screen ( 100 mv/div), 2nd harmonic distortion of - 40 dbc  4 divisions from center screen (> 101 mv/div), 2nd harmonic distortion of - 23 dbc (for a 10:1 probe on the 1 m? input, vertical scaling is multiplied by 10) 50 ?  8 divisions from center screen noise floor at 50 ? 1 ghz 2.5 ghz 4 ghz 6 ghz 1 mv/div 115 vrms 150 vrms 150 vrms 210 vrms 10 mv/div 330 vrms 355 vrms 350 vrms 395 vrms 100 mv/div 3.15 mvrms 3.25 mvrms 3.20 mvrms 3.35 mvrms 1 v/div 31.5 mvrms 32.5 mvrms 32 mvrms 33.5 mvrms esd tolerance  2 kv (on input bncs) 1.     d enotes warranted specifications; all others are typical. specifications are valid after a 30-minute warm-up period and  10 c from firmware calibration  temperature. 2.   1 mv/div is a magnification of 2 mv/div setting. for vertical accuracy calculations, use full scale of 16 mv for 1 mv/div sensitivity setting. performance characteristics

 33 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet performance characteristics (continued) dsox/mso 6000 x-series digital storage/mixed signal oscilloscopes (continued) vertical system digital channels digital input channels 16 digital (d0 to d15. pod 1: d7 ~ d0, pod 2: d15 ~ d8) thresholds threshold per pod threshold selections ttl (+1.4 v), 5v cmos (+2.5 v), ecl (C1.3 v), user-defined (selectable by pod) user-defined threshold range  8.0 v in 10-mv steps maximum input voltage  40 v peak threshold accuracy  1  (100 mv + 3% of threshold setting) maximum input dynamic range  10 v about threshold minimum voltage swing 500 mvpp input impedance 100 k?  2% at probe tip input capacitance ~8 pf vertical resolution 1 bit horizontal system analog channels 1 ghz 2.5 ghz 4 ghz 6 ghz time base range 500 ps/div to 50 s/div 100 ps/div to 50 s/div 100 ps/div to 50 s/div 100 ps/div to 50 s/div time base accuracy  1  1.6 ppm + aging factor (1 year:  0.5 ppm, 2 years:  0.7 ppm, 5 years:  1.5 ppm, 10 years:  2.0 ppm) time base resolution 2.5 ps time base delay time  range pre-trigger greater of 1 screen width or 50 s post-trigger 1 s to 500 s channel-to-channel deskew range  100 ns  time accuracy (using cursors) same channel:  (time base accuracy x reading)  (0.0016 x screen width)  10 ps channel-to-channel:  (time base accuracy x reading)  (0.0016 x screen width)  15 ps modes main, zoom, roll, xy xy on channels 1 and 2 only. z blanking on ext trigger input, 1.4 v threshold bandwidth: maximum bandwidth. phase error at 1 mhz: < 0.5 degree horizontal system digital channels minimum detectable pulse width 2 ns channel-to-channel skew 2 ns (typical); 3 ns (maximum) 1.     d enotes warranted specifications; all others are typical. specifications are valid after a 30-minute warm-up period and  10 c from firmware calibration  temperature.

 34 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet acquisition system 1 ghz 2.5 ghz 4 ghz 6 ghz maximum analog channels sample rate 20 gsa/s half channel interleaved, 10 gsa/s all channel analog channels equivalent sample rate not available 400 gsa/s maximum analog  channels record length  2 gsa/s 4 mpts half channel interleaved, 2 mpts all channel > 2 gsa/s 1 mpts half channel interleaved, 500 kpts all channel maximum digital channels sample rate 2 gsa/s half pods interleaved, 1 gsa/s all pods maximum digital channels record length 4 mpts half pods interleaved, 2 mpts all pods acquisition mode normal default mode peak detect analog channels: capture glitches as narrow as 500 ps (half channel), 1 ns (all channel) digital channels: capture glitches as narrow as 500 ps (half pods), 1 ns (all pods) averaging selectable from 2, 4, 8, 16, 64, ... to 65,536 high resolution real-time boxcar averaging reduces random noise and effectively increases vertical resolution 12 bits:  20 s/div at 2 gsa/s or  50 s/div at 1 gsa/s segmented segmented memory optimizes available memory for data streams that have long dead times  between activity. maximum segments = 1000. re-arm time = as fast as 1 s (minimum time  between trigger events) data acquisition mode real time default mode (> 135,000 waveforms/sec) max update rate enhanced real-time mode for the fastest waveform update rate of > 450,000 waveforms/sec. up to  2 gsa/s. returns to a normal real-time mode at > 2 gsa/s equivalent available with 6-ghz bandwidth license. the time base must be at 20 ns/div or faster. 2.5-ps fine  interpolator resolution yields a maximum effective sample rate of 400 gsa/s time mode normal default mode roll displays the waveform moving across the screen from right to left. available at time bases 50 ms/div  or slower xy shows the volts-versus-volts display. time base can be set from 200 ns/div to 50 ms/div trigger system trigger sources analog channel (1~4), digital channel (d0~d15), line, external, wavegen (1, 2, or mod (fm/fsk)) trigger modes normal requires trigger event for oscilloscope to trigger auto triggers automatically but not synchronized to the input in absence of trigger event single front panel button that triggers only once on a trigger event. press single button again for  oscilloscope to find another trigger event, or press run front panel button to trigger continuously in  either auto or normal mode force front panel button forces a synchronous trigger trigger coupling dc dc-coupled trigger ac ac-coupled trigger, cutoff frequency: < 10 hz (internal); < 50 hz (external) hf reject high-frequency reject, cutoff frequency ~ 50 khz lf reject low-frequency reject, cutoff frequency ~ 50 khz noise reject adds hysteresis to the trigger circuitry; selectable off or on, decreases sensitivity 2x trigger holdoff range 40 ns to 10.00 s performance characteristics (continued)

 35 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet trigger system trigger jitter < 1.0-ps rms with the jitter-free trigger < 3.0-ps rms without the jitter-free trigger trigger bandwidth edge 500 mhz, 1 ghz, 2.5 ghz models: bandwidth of oscilloscope. 4-ghz and 6-ghz models: 3.5 ghz other modes bandwidth of oscilloscope or 1 ghz, whichever is smaller trigger sensitivity  (internal)  1 1 ghz bandwidth  10 mv/div  dc to 1 ghz greater of 1 div or 5 mvpp > 10 mv/div  dc to 1 ghz 0.6 div 2.5, 4, and 6 ghz  bandwidth  10 mv/div dc to 2 ghz greater of 1 div or 5 mvpp 2.0 to 3.5 ghz greater of 1.5 div or 5 mvpp > 10 mv/div dc to 2 ghz 0.6 div 2.0 to 3.5 ghz 1.0 div trigger sensitivity  (external)  1  1.6 v 40 mvpp dc to 100 mhz, 70 mvpp 100 to 200 mhz  8 v 200 mvpp dc to 100 mhz, 350 mvpp 100 to 200 mhz trigger level range any channel  6 div from center screen external 8-v range =  8 v; 1.6-v range =  1.6 v 1.     d enotes warranted specifications; all others are typical. specifications are valid after a 30-minute warm-up period and  10 c from firmware calibration  temperature. trigger type selections infiniiscan zone (hardware zone qualifier) trigger on user-defined zones drawn on the display. applies to one analog channel at a time. specify zones as either must intersect or must not intersect. up to two zones. > 160,000 wfm/ sec update rate supported modes: normal, peak detect, high resolution, max update rate also works simultaneously with the serial decodes and mask/limit test edge trigger on a rising and falling edge of any source, alternating or either edge of analog and digital  channels edge then edge (b trigger) arm on a selected edge, wait a specified time, then trigger on a specified count of another selected  edge. minimum 4 ns pulse width trigger on a pulse on a selected channel, whose time duration is less than a value, greater than a  value, or inside a time range   C minimum duration setting: 2 ns   C maximum duration setting: 10 s   C range minimum: 10 ns pattern trigger when a specified pattern of high, low, and dont-care levels on any combination of analog,  digital, or trigger channels is [entered | exited]. pattern must have stabilized for a minimum of 2 ns to  qualify as a valid trigger condition   C minimum duration setting: 2 ns   C maximum duration setting: 10 s or trigger on any selected edges from available sources (analog and digital channels only). bandwidth is 500 mhz performance characteristics (continued)

 36 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet trigger type selections (continued) rise/fall time trigger on rise time or fall time edge speed violations (< or >) based on user-selectable threshold. select from  (< or >) and time settings range between   C minimum: 1 ns   C maximum: 10 s nth edge burst trigger on the nth (1 to 65535) edge of a pulse burst. specify idle time (10 ns to 10 s) for framing runt trigger on a position runt pulse that fails to exceed a high-level threshold. trigger on a negative runt pulse that  fails to drop below a low-level threshold. trigger on either polarity runt pulse based on two threshold settings.  runt triggering can also be time-qualified (< or >) with a minimum time setting of 2 ns setup and hold trigger on setup/hold violations. setup time can be set from C7 s to 10 s. hold time can be set from 0 s to 10 ns.  minimum window (setup time + hold time) must be 3 ns or greater video trigger on all lines or individual lines, odd/even or all fields from composite video, or broadcast standards  (ntsc, pal, secam, pam-m) enhanced video (hdtv) (option) trigger on lines and fields of enhanced and hdtv standards (480p/60, 567p/50, 720p/50, 720p/60, 1080p/24,  1080p/25, 1080p/30, 1080p/50, 1080p/60, 1080i/50, 1080i/60) arinc429 (option) trigger and decode on arinc429 data. trigger on word start/stop, label, label + bits, label range, error    conditions (parity, word, gap, word or gap, all), all bits (eye), all 0 bits, all 1 bits can (option) trigger on can (controller area network) version 2.0a,2.0b, and can-fd (flexible data-rate) signals. trigger on  the start of frame (sof), the end of frame (eof), data frame id, data frame id and data (non-fd), data frame id  and data (fd), remote frame id, remote or data frame id, error frame, acknowledge error, from error, stuff error,  crc error, spec error (ack or form or stuff or crc), all errors, brs bit (fd), crc delimiter bit (fd), esi bit active  (fd), esi bit passive (fd), overload frame., message, message and signal (non-fd), message and signal (fd, first  8 bytes only) flexray (option) trigger on frame id or specific error condition, along with cycle-base and repetition-cycle filtering. can also  trigger on specific events such as bss, tss, fes, and wake up i2c (option) trigger at a start/stop condition or user-defined frame with address and/or data values. also trigger on missing  acknowledge, address with no acq, restart, eeprom read, and 10-bit write i2s (option) trigger on 2s complement data of audio left channel or right channel (=, , , > , increasing value, or  decreasing value) lin (option) trigger on lin (local interconnect network) sync break, sync frame id, frame id and data , parity error, or  checksum error mil- s t d15 5 3 (o p t ion) trigger on mil-std 1553 signals on data word start/stop, command/status start/stop, rta, rta + 11 bits, and  error conditions (parity, sync, manchester) spi (option) trigger on spi (serial peripheral interface) data pattern during a specific framing period. supports positive  and negative chip select framing as well as clock idle framing and user-specified number of bits per frame.  supports mosi and miso data uart/rs232/422/485 (option) trigger on rx or tx start bit, stop bit, data content, or parity error usb (option) trigger on start of packet (sop), end of packet (eop), suspend***, resume***, reset***, packets (token, data,  handshake, or special), and errors (pid, crc5, crc16, glitch, bit stuff***, se1***). supports usb 2.0 low- speed, full- speed, and hi-speed implementations. (hi-speed is supported on  1-ghz models only) sent (option) trigger and decode on sent bus. start of fast channel message, start of slow channel message, fast channel sc  and data, slow channel message id, slow channel message id and data, tolerance violation, fast channel crc  error, slow channel crc error, all crc errors, pulse period error, successive sync pulses error (1/64) user-definable manchester/nrz  (option) trigger on start of frame (sof), bus value, and manchester errors cxpi (option) trigger on the start of frame (sof), the end of frame (eof), ptype, frame id, data and info frame id, data and  info frame id (long frame), crc field error, parity error, inter-byte space error, inter-frame space error, framing  error, data length error, sample error, all errors, sleep frame, wakeup pulse usb pd (option) trigger on preamble, edp, ordered sets, preamble errors, crc errors, header content (control messages, data  messages, extended messages and value in hex) 1.   suspend, resume, reset, bit stuff error, and se1 error are usb 2.0 low- and full-speed only. performance characteristics (continued)

 37 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet search, navigate, and lister type edge, pulse width, rise/fall, runt, frequency peak, serial bus 1, serial bus 2 copy copy to trigger, copy from trigger frequency peak source math functions max number of peaks 11 control threshold, excursion, results order (frequency or amplitude) result display event lister or navigation. manual or autoscroll via navigation or touch event lister entry to jump to a  specific event waveform measurements dc vertical accuracy/cursors  2 single cursor accuracy:  [dc vertical gain accuracy + dc vertical offset accuracy + 0.21% full scale] dual cursor accuracy:  [dc vertical gain accuracy + 0.42% full scale]  1 number of measurements 56 automatic measurements, maximum of 10 displayed at a time cursors 2 pairs of xy cursors automatic measurement of positions, x, 1/x, y, and y/x automatic  measurements measurements continuously updated with statistics. cursors track last selected measurement.  select up to 10 measurements from the list below: snapshot makes a snapshot of 31 most popular measurements. touchable target to populate the  measurement side bar voltage/current peak-to-peak, maximum, minimum, amplitude, top, base, overshoot, preshoot, average- n cycles,  average-full screen, dc rms-n cycles, dc rms-full screen, ac rms-n cycles, ac rms-full screen  (standard deviation), ratio-n cycles, ratio-full screen time period, frequency, counter, + width, - width, burst width, + duty cycle, - duty cycle, bit rate, rise  time, fall time, delay, phase, x at min y, x at max y count positive pulse count, negative pulse count, rising edge count, falling edge count mixed area-n cycles, area-full screen jitter option dsox6jitter required data tie, clock tie, n-period, period-period, + width to + width, - width to - width real-time eye option dsox6jitter required eye width, eye height dual-channel (requires  n2820a probe) charge-n cycles, charge-full screen, peak-peak, amplitude, dc rms-n cycles, dc rms-full screen,  ac rms- n cycles, ac rms-full screen (standard deviation), average-n cycles, average-full screen,  base automatic  measurement logging available via BV0004B benchvue counter built-in frequency counter (see precision counter/totalizer section for the 10-digit counter) source any analog and digital channel resolution 5 digits max frequency 1 ghz (1.2 ghz typical) 1.     d enotes warranted specifications; all others are typical. specifications are valid after a 30-minute warm-up period and  10 c from firmware calibration  temperature. 2.   1 mv/div is a magnification of 2 mv/div setting. for vertical accuracy calculations, use full scale of 16 mv for 1 mv/div sensitivity setting. performance characteristics (continued)

 38 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet waveform math number of math functions four, displays all four simultaneously. can be cascaded arithmetic add, subtract, multiply, divide, differentiate, integrate, fft, ax + b, squared, square root, absolute  value, common logarithm, natural logarithm, exponential, base 10 exponential, low-pass filter,    high-pass filter, averaged value, magnify, max hold, min hold, measurement trend, chart logic bus  (timing or state), clock recovery enhanced fft record size up to 1-mpts resolution via precision mode window types hanning, flat top, rectangular, blackman-harris, bartlett display color grade or monochrome waveforms fft, max hold, min hold, average peak search max 11 peaks, threshold and excursion control waveform analysis mask/limit test (option) standard mask/limit test capability provides pass/fail comparison of a signal under test to a  predefined mask template or automask template. predefined mask templates or edits to an automask  template can be made via a text editor. > 130,000 mask tests per second (waveform update rate) histogram provides a statistical view of a waveform or a measurement source any analog channels, math functions, reference waveforms, measurements types horizontal, vertical, or measurement measurements hits, peak, max, min, peak to peak, mean, median, mode, bin width, standard deviation, 1~3 sigma modes all modes supported except zoom, zy, and roll color grade provides a 3-dimensional view of waveform intensity source any analog channels, math functions, reference waveforms, real-time eye color themes temperature and intensity modes all modes supported except zoom, zy, and roll jitter (option) measures the variance of a measurement over time jitter measurement  floor 600 fs rms at 6 ghz sine wave (typical) source any analog channels, math functions, and reference waveforms clock recovery constant frequency, first-order phase lock loop (pll), second-order pll, explicit data rate: fully automatic, semi-automatic, manual real-time eye (option) provides the color graded eye pattern analysis based on the recovered clock. data bits are folded on  top of each other per clock cycle to give a 3-dimensional view source any analog channels, math functions, and reference waveforms clock recovery constant frequency, first-order phase lock loop (pll), second-order pll, explicit data rate: fully automatic, semi-automatic, manual color mode color grade measurements eye height, eye width precision mode increase the analysis record length. minimum: 100 kpts; maximum 1 mpts performance characteristics (continued)

 39 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet precision counter/totalizer (specifications are typical) (option) counter source any analog channel or trigger qualified event resolution 10 digits (8 digits for trigger qualified event) max frequency up to 3.2 ghz (4 ghz typical). with hi-speed usb 2.0 decoding, 1 ghz (1.2 ghz typical) trig-qual events 1/(trigger holdoff time) for trigger qualified events (max 25 mhz, minimum dead time of 40 ns) measurement frequency, period, totalize totalizer counter size 64-bit totalizing counter edge rise or fall gating positive or negative level. select from analog channels except the source time reference internal or external 10 mhz reference clock integrated digital voltmeter (specification are typical) (option) source analog channels only (1 ~ 4) functions acrms, dc, dcrms, frequency resolution acv/dcv: 3 digits counter frequency: 5.5 digits measuring rate 100 times/second auto ranging automatic adjustment of vertical amplification to maximize the dynamic range of measurements range meter graphical display of most recent measurement, plus extreme over the previous 3 seconds dual-channel wavegen  built-in function/arbitrary waveform generator (specification are typical) (option) wavegen outputs/ output modes two (front-panel bnc connectors) both waveform generator outputs can be frequency tracked, amplitude tracked, or completely tracked. phase adjustable.  1 a generators output can be inverted to create a differential signal output modes: normal (continuous) or single-shot (limited to arbitrary, sine, ramp, sine cardinal, exp rise/fall, cardiac,  gaussian pulse) waveforms sine, square, ramp, pulse, dc, noise, sine cardinal (sinc), exponential rise, exponential fall, cardiac, gaussian pulse, and  arbitrary modulation modulation is available on channel 1 only. modulation is not available when tracking mode is enabled modulation types: am, fm, fsk carrier waveforms: sine, ramp, sine cardinal, exponential rise, exponential fall, and cardiac.c176 modulation source: internal (no external modulation capability) am: modulation: sine, square, ramp modulation frequency: 1 hz to 20 khz depth: 0 to 100% fm: modulation: sine, square, ramp modulation frequency: 1 hz to 20 khz minimum carrier frequency: 10 hz deviation: 1 hz to carrier frequency or (2e12/carrier frequency), whichever is smaller fsk: modulation: 50% duty cycle square wave fsk rate: 1 hz to 20 khz| hop frequency: 2x fsk rate to 10 mhz 1.   only the following combination of wave shapes can be frequency tracked or completely tracked:   a . sine, ramp, sine cardinal, cardiac, and gaussian pulse.   b . square wave, and pulse.   c . exponential rise and exponential fall.   d . arbitrary. performance characteristics (continued)

 40 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet dual-channel wavegen  built-in function/arbitrary waveform generator (specification are typical) (continued) sine frequency range 0.1 hz to 20 mhz amplitude flatness  0.5 db (relative to 1 khz) harmonic distortion C40 dbc spurious (nonharmonics) C40 dbc total harmonic distortion 1% snr (50 ? load, 500 mhz bw) 40 db (vpp  0.1 v); 30 db (vpp < 0.1v) square wave/pulse frequency range 0.1 hz to 10 mhz duty cycle 20 to 80% duty cycle resolution larger of 1% or 10 ns rise/fall time 19 ns (10 to 90%) overshoot < 2% asymmetry (at 50% dc)  1%  5 ns jitter (tie rms) 500 ps ramp/triangle wave frequency range 0.1 hz to 200 khz linearity 1% variable symmetry 0 to 100% symmetry resolution 1% pulse frequency range 0.1 hz to 10 mhz pulse width 20 ns minimum pulse with resolution 10 ns edge time fixed at 19 ns (not variable) overshoot < 2% noise bandwidth 20 mhz typical sine cardinal (sinc) frequency range 0.1 hz to 1.0 mhz exponential rise/fall frequency range 0.1 hz to 5.0 mhz cardiac frequency range 0.1 hz to 200.0 khz gaussian pulse frequency range 0.1 hz to 5.0 mhz arbitrary waveform length 1 to 8,192 points amplitude resolution 10 bits (including sign bit)  1 repetition rate 0.1 hz to 12 mhz sample rate 100 msa/s filter bandwidth 20 mhz frequency sine wave and ramp accuracy 130 ppm (frequency < 10 khz) 50 ppm (frequency > 10 khz) square wave and pulse accuracy [50 + frequency/200] ppm (frequency < 25 khz) 50 ppm (frequency  25 khz) resolution 0.1 hz or 4 digits, whichever is larger 1.   full resolution is not available at output due to internal attenuator stepping. performance characteristics (continued)

 41 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet dual-channel wavegen  built-in function/arbitrary waveform generator (specification are typical) (continued) amplitude range: minimum 20 mvpp if |offset|  0.5 vpp into hi-z  1 10 mvpp if |offset|  0.5 vpp into 50 ?  1 range: maximum 10 vpp except, 9 vpp if sinc or cardiac, 7.5 vpp if gaussian pulse into hi-z;    5 vpp/4.5 vpp into 50 ? resolution 100 v or 3 digits, whichever is higher accuracy 1.5% (frequency = 1 khz) dc offset range  5 v into hi-z, except  4 v if sine wave,  2.5 v if sinc, cardiac, or gaussian  pulse into hi-z  2.5 v into hi-z, except  2 v if sine wave,  1.25 v if sinc, cardiac, or  gaussian pulse into 50 ? resolution larger of 250 uv or 3 digits accuracy (waveform modes)  1.5% of offset setting  1% of amplitude  1 mv accuracy (dc mode)  1.5% of offset setting  3 mv main output impedance 50 ? typical isolation not available, main output bnc is grounded protection overload automatically disables output trigger output trigger output available on trig-out bnc quick action customization key quick measure all displays a popup containing a snapshot of all the single waveform measurements quick measure statistics reset resets all measurement statistics and the measurement count quick mask statistics reset resets mask statistics and counters quick histogram statistics reset zeros the histogram counters quick print print the current screen image quick save saves the current setup, screen image, or data file as specified in the settings menu quick email emails the current setup, screen image, or data file as specified in the settings menu quick recall recalls setup, mask, or reference waveform quick freeze display freezes the display without stopping running acquisitions or unfreezes the display if currently frozen.  waveform intensity preserved quick trigger mode toggles the trigger mode between auto and normal quick clear display clears the display display characteristics display 12.1-inch capacitive multi-touch/gesture enabled color tft lcd display mode zone/zoom/annotation mode and waveform placement mode resolution 800 (h) x 600 (v) pixel format (screen area) graticules 8 vertical divisions by 10 horizontal divisions with intensity controls format yt and xy maximum waveform update rate > 135,000 wfm/s (real time) > 450,000 wfm/s (real time max update rate) persistence off, infinite, variable persistence (100 ms to 60 s) intensity gradation 256 intensity levels 1.   6lqffdugldfdqg*dxvvldqsxovh9lqwr+lp9lqwr performance characteristics (continued)

 42 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet connectivity usb 2.0 hi-speed host port usb 2.0 hi-speed host ports x3, two front and one real panel. supports memory devices, printers, keyboards, mice,  and usb microphones usb 2.0 hi-speed device port one usb 2.0 hi-speed device port on rear panel. usb test and measurement class (usbtmc) compatible lan port 10/100/1000 base-t port on rear panel. lxi ipv6 extended function web remote control vnc web interface (via major web browsers) video-out port vga out on rear panel. connect oscilloscope display to an external monitor or projector gpib port n4865a gpib-to-lan adapter (option) 10-mhz reference   bnc connector on the rear panel support mode output and input off, output on (10-mhz out) input on (10-mhz in) in mode 50 ?, 356 mvpp to 4.48 vpp (C5 dbm to 17 dbm), 6.32-vpp max (20-dbm max) recommended input signal accuracy: better than  10 ppm out mode 50 ?, 1.65 vpp square wave trigger out bnc connector on the rear panel. supported modes: triggers, mask, waveform generator 1 sync pulse, and waveform  generator 2 sync pulse general and environmental characteristics power line consumption maximum 200 w power voltage range 100-120 v, 50/60/400 hz; 100-240 v, 50/60 hz  10% auto ranging temperature operating  0 to +50 c non-operating C40 to +70 c humidity operating 90% rh (non-condensing) at 40 c non-operating 90% rh (non-condensing) at 65 c altitude operating up to 4,000 m (15,000 ft.) non-operating up to 15,300 m (50,000 ft.) electromagnetic compatibility meets emc directive (2004/108/ec), meets or exceeds iec 61326-1:2005/en 61326-1:2006 group 1 class a requirement cispr 11/en 55011 iec 61000-4-2/en 61000-4-2 iec 61000-4-3/en 61000-4-3 iec 61000-4-4/en 61000-4-4 iec 61000-4-5/en 61000-4-5 iec 61000-4-6/en 61000-4-6 iec 61000-4-11/en 61000-4-11 canada: ices-001:2004 australia/new zealand: as/nzs safety ul61010-1 3rd edition, can/csa_22.2 no. 61010-1-12, iec61010-1 3rd edition vibration meets iec60068-2-6 and mil-prf-28800; class 3 random shock meets iec 60068-2-27 and mil-prf-28800; class 3 random; (operating 30 g, ? sine,    11-ms duration, 3 shocks/axis along major axis, total of 18 shocks) mean time before failure (mtbf) > 120,000 hours dimensions 425 mm w x 288 mm h x 148 mm d weight net: 6.8 kg (15 lbs.), shipping: 11.3 kg (25 lbs.) performance characteristics (continued)

 43 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet non-volatile storage reference waveform display four internal waveforms or usb thumb drive. displays up to 4 reference waveforms simultaneously data/file save setup/image setup (*.scp), 8 or 24-bit bitmap image (*.bmp), png 24-bit image (*.png) waveform data csv data (*.csv), ascii xy data (*.csv), binary data (*.bin), lister data (*.csv), reference waveform  data (*.h5), multichannel waveform data (*.h5), arbitrary waveform data (*.csv) application data mask (*.msk), power harmonics data (*.csv), usb signal quality (*.html and *.bmp) analysis results (*.csv) cursor data, measurement results, histogram statistics, mask test statistics, color grade bin,  search, segmented timestamps max usb flash drive size supports industry standard flash drives set ups without usb flash drive 10 internal setups set ups with usb flash drive limited by size of usb drive included standard with oscilloscope calibration certificate of calibration, 2-year calibration interval probe one per channel, n2894a 700-mhz passive probe (10:1 attenuation) n2756a 16-digital-channel mso cable (1 per oscilloscope included on all mso models and  dsox6mso upgrade option) interface language support/built-in help english, chinese (simplified and traditional), french, german, italian, japanese, korean, portuguese,  russian, and spanish localized front-panel overlays, interface, and built-in help system voice control support english (american), english (british), english (indian), chinese simplified (mainland), chinese  simplified (cantonese), chinese traditional (taiwan), chinese traditional (cantonese), french, german,  italian, japanese, korean, portuguese, russian, spanish (latin america) and spanish (castilian) power cord localized power cord front-panel protection front-panel cover documentation cd containing localized users guide, service guide, and programmers manual related literature publication title publication number jitter analysis -  application note 5991-4000en automotive serial bus testing using keysights infiniivision x-series and infiniium s-series oscilloscopes -  application note 5991-4038en physical layer testing of the usb 2.0 serial bus using infiniivision 6000 x-series and infiniium series oscilloscopes  -  application note 5991-4167en evaluating oscilloscopes for low-power measurements -  application note 5991-4268en infiniivision and infiniium oscilloscopes -  product fact sheet 5991-4273en evaluating current probe technologies for low-power measurements -  application note 5991-4375en performance characteristics (continued)

 44 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet www.axiestandard.org advancedtca ?  extensions for instrumentation and test (axie) is an  open standard that extends the advancedtca for general purpose and  semiconductor test. the business that became keysight was a founding  member of the axie consortium. atca ? , advancedtca ? , and the atca logo  are registered us trademarks of the pci industrial computer manufacturers  group. www.lxistandard.org lan extensions for instruments puts the power of ethernet and the web  inside your test systems. the business that became keysight was a founding  member of the lxi consortium. www.pxisa.org pci extensions for instrumentation (pxi) modular instrumentation delivers a  rugged, pc-based high-performance measurement and automation system. learn more at www.keysight.com/find/software start with a 30-day free trial. www.keysight.com/find/free_trials download your next insight keysight software is downloadable  expertise. from first simulation through  first customer shipment, we deliver the  tools your team needs to accelerate from  data to information to actionable insight.   C electronic design automation (eda)  software   C application software   C programming environments   C productivity software  

 45 | keysight | infiniivision 6000 x-series oscilloscopes - data sheet this information is subject to change without notice. ? keysight technologies, 2014 - 2017 published in usa, november 7, 2017 5991-4087en www.keysight.com evolving since 1939 our unique combination of hardware, software, services, and people can help you  reach your next breakthrough. we are unlocking the future of technology. from hewlett-packard to agilent to keysight. mykeysight www.keysight.com/find/mykeysight a personalized view into the information most relevant to you. http://www.keysight.com/find/emt_product_registration register your products to get up-to-date product information and  find warranty information. keysight services www.keysight.com/find/service keysight services can help from acquisition to renewal across your  instruments lifecycle. our comprehensive service offeringsone- stop calibration, repair, asset management, technology refresh,  consulting, training and morehelps you improve product quality  and lower costs. keysight assurance plans www.keysight.com/find/assuranceplans up to ten years of protection and no budgetary surprises to ensure  your instruments are operating to specification, so you can rely on  accurate measurements. keysight channel partners www.keysight.com/find/channelpartners get the best of both worlds: keysights measurement expertise and  product breadth, combined with channel partner convenience. www.keysight.com/find/6000x for more information on keysight  technologies products, applications or  services, please contact your local keysight  office. the complete list is available at: www.keysight.com/find/contactus americas canada (877) 894 4414 brazil 55 11 3351 7010 mexico 001 800 254 2440 united states (800) 829 4444 asia pacific australia 1 800 629 485 china 800 810 0189 hong kong 800 938 693 india 1 800 11 2626 japan 0120 (421) 345 korea 080 769 0800 malaysia 1 800 888 848 singapore 1 800 375 8100 taiwan 0800 047 866 other ap countries (65) 6375 8100 europe & middle east austria 0800 001122 belgium 0800 58580 finland 0800 523252 france 0805 980333 germany 0800 6270999 ireland 1800 832700 israel 1 809 343051 italy 800 599100 luxembourg +32 800 58580 netherlands 0800 0233200 russia 8800 5009286 spain 800 000154 sweden 0200 882255 switzerland 0800 805353 opt. 1 (de) opt. 2 (fr) opt. 3 (it) united kingdom 0800 0260637 for other unlisted countries: www.keysight.com/find/contactus (bp-9-7-17) dekra certified iso9001 quality management system www.keysight.com/go/quality keysight technologies, inc. dekra certified iso 9001:2015 quality management system 
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